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Abstract Article Info. 

In this work, a Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) sensor based on the Surface 

Plasmon Resonance (SPR) technology was proposed. A thin layer of gold (Au) 

was deposited on a D-shaped Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF), which was coated with 

plasmonic chemically stable gold material with a thickness of 40nm. The 

performance parameters like sensitivity including wavelength sensitivity and 

amplitude sensitivity and resolution were evaluated by simulation using COMSOL 

software. The proposed sensor was created by using the finite element approach, it 

is numerically examined. The results show that the surface of D-shaped Photonic 

Crystal Fiber coated with Au behaves as a sensor to detect the refractive index (IR) 

of toxic metal ions. The impacts of the structural characteristics on the resonant 

spectra are also researched in order to improve sensing performance. The greatest 

amplitude sensitivity     was 99.2 RIU
-1

 and maximum resolution was 4 x 10
-5

 

RIU achieved within the detection range (1.351-1.363). 
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1. Introduction 

The advancements in fiber manufacturing technology over the past 20 years have 

been essential for optical fiber communications and other optical devices of high 

performance. PCFs have received a lot of interest in recent years due to their unique 

features that are not attained in traditional optical fibers, such as their small size, which 

reduces electromagnetic interference, as well as their high sensitivity, electrical 

passiveness, improved stability, and fast optical response [1]. Unlike conventional 

optical fibers, photonic crystal fiber has special properties, including low dispersion, 

high reflectivity, and low nonlinearity. All these features are a result of its unique 

design, which involves continually enhancing single-mode confinement by putting a 

string of air-filled holes along the PCF’s length [2]. PCF sensors are based on surface 

plasmon propagation. They are widely used to monitor refractive index because of their 

super sensitivity, easy integration, fast response, and instant results.  

PCFs are divided into two categories depending on their light-guiding 

mechanisms: Solid Core Photonic Crystal Fibers (SC-PCFs), which use Modified Total 

Internal Reflection (MTIR) and Hollow Core Photonic Crystal Fibers (HC-PCFs), 

which use the Photonic Band Gap (PBG) effect [3, 4].  

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) is defined as an optical phenomenon that 

occurs when p-polarized light excites a charge density oscillation at the metal-dielectric 

interface by achieving the phase-matching state between the p-polarized light and SP [5-

9]. Combining the advantages of PCF technology with plasmonic science, PCF-SPR 

sensors have been developed for a wide range of potential applications such as water 

testing [10], food safety, solution concentration measurement [11], environmental 
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monitoring, biochemistry research [12], gas detection, medical diagnostics, and so on 

[13].   

 The sensing mechanism of PCF-SPR is achieved by means of an evanescent 

field. When light of a specific wavelength is incident on the fiber core of the PCF, and 

some fields pass into the cladding, an evanescent field is formed. When evanescent 

fields interact with free electrons in a plasmonic metal layer like silver, gold, copper, or 

aluminum, a surface plasmon wave is created. The core guided and SPP modes are now 

coupled, and the core guidance mode's RI (real value) is similar to that of the SPP 

mode, known as phase matching [14, 15].  

PCF-SPR technology overcomes conventional prism-based SPR sensing 

challenges, including bulky construction, an accurate incident angle, and many moving 

mechanical components, which limit remote sensing and a broad range of applications 

[16]. There are two types of sensing approaches based on sensor evaluation: internal and 

external. The analyte is used to fill the air hole in the internal sensing or nanowire-based 

sensing, or a metal layer is coated around the core. Placing the plasmonic material 

externally is another approach to external sensing media, such as microchannel sensors, 

slit sensors, and D-shape [17]. 

Rifat et al. investigated an internally metal-coated PCF as an SPR sensor with a 

wavelength sensitivity (SW) of 300 nm/RIU and an amplitude sensitivity (SA) of 418 

RIU
-1

 within a sensing range of 1.46–1.49 RIU [18]. They improved the sensitivity and 

detection range of the internally coated sensor by introducing a bigger cavity inside the 

fiber core [19]. Mahmood et al. proposed a PCF-SPR sensor with a maximum 

sensitivity of 164.3 nm/RIU in the sensing range of analyte RI 1.33–1.3431. They used 

a plasmonic material, such as gold, to coat the air holes, which they filled with an 

analyte samples [20].  

In this study, however, sensor performance was significantly improved by using 

an internal sensing approach. As a result, effective coupling was obtained between the 

core-guiding mode and the SPP mode, improving the sensor's performance. Most of the 

reported PCF conformations were difficult to fabricate because of their small air hole 

diameter, complicated structure, and small fiber diameter. Most demonstrated PCF-SPR 

sensors have been mathematically investigated, and the finite element method (FEM) 

was used to investigate ESM-12-02 based on SPR. The fabricated PCF consists of a 

solid core surrounded by a periodic array of six air holes. The over side of the D-shape 

of the PCF solid core was chosen, coated with a chemically stable material, such as 

gold, and filled with an analyte. The proposed structure can achieve maximum 

sensitivity, including amplitude sensitivity and sensor resolution. The proposed design 

was extremely sensitive, making it an excellent component for detecting toxic metal 

ions in water and determining water quality. 

 

2. Theoretical Model 

2.1. Sellmeier Equation 
Silica is mostly employed in the fabrication of the suggested sensor. The holes are 

all empty, i.e., filled with air. The refractive index (RI) is calculated using Eq. (1) [21]: 

           
    

     
 

    

     
 

    

     
                                                                                             

where: N is the refractive index of silica, which changes depending on the wavelength, 

λ is the wavelength, and Sellmeier coefficients are (a1, a2, a3) and (b1, b2, b3), where 

a1=0.6961663, a2=0.4079426, a3= 0.8974794,   b1=0.0684043 µm
2
, b2= 0.1162414 µm

2
 

and b3=9.896161 µm
2
. 
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2.1. Confinement Losses (  ) 

Confinement loss (LC) is a form of loss that occurs in PCFs and reflects the light 

confinement ability within the core region. When the optical mode propagates in the 

core region, one must take into consideration that the number of layers of air-holes is 

finite and light leaking from the core to the exterior material occurs through the bridges 

between the air-holes, resulting in confinement loss. LC in units of dB/km, is calculated 

using Eq. (2) [22]: 

    
  (

  

    
)         

 
      

  

 
                                                                                          

where             is the imaginary part of the refractive index and () is the wavelength. 

The confinement loss decreases exponentially by increasing the number of rings of 

cladding air holes, and is determined by the geometry of the structure.
  

3. Photonic Crystal Fiber for Endlessly Single Model (ESM-12-02) 

The Single Mode Solid Core Photonic Crystal Fiber is a typical PCF, Endlessly 

Single Mode (ESM-12-02) (supplied by Thorlabs Company) exhibits minimal loss 

throughout the broadest wavelength range (200 nm to above 2000 nm) while 

maintaining a nearly constant mode field diameter. The ESM-12-02 is compatible with 

all popular fiber tools and has a standard 125 m outside diameter. ESM-12-02 was 

utilized to produce broadband radiation in a single spatial mode for sensors, 

interferometers, and short-wavelength applications (visible light and UV). Table 1 lists 

the ESM-12-02 physical characteristics. Fig. 1 shows a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) image of (ESM-12-02) PCF with a lattice constant (Λ) of 7.8 µm and an air hole 

diameter (d) of 4.5 µm.  
 

Table 1: Physical Properties of ESM-12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: SEM image OF PCF. 

Physical Properties 

Core measurement 12.2 µm 

OD, or outer cladding diameter 125 µm 

Size of the coating 245 µm 

cladding and core materials Pure silica 

single-layer coating material Acrylate 

Continuity of the coating < 10 µm 

Proving level 0.5 % 
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4. Structure Design and Analysis 

The photonic crystal fiber (PCF) model (ESM-12) made by NKT Photonics has 

always been an endless single mode fiber with an outer diameter of 125 µm. It is 

compatible with all common fiber tools. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the 

proposed PCF-SPR sensor, which was created using the COMSOL MULTPHYSICS 

software. The analyte was filled over a D-shape PCF, which was coated with a 40 nm 

thick layer of plasmonic material such as gold. A Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) was 

used as the boundary media to absorb the scattering light toward the fiber surface.  

PML, in the proposed structure, is a circular layer with a thickness of 12 µm. 

Convergence tests were also successfully completed, and optimized with the PML 

thickness and mesh size for more accurate results. 
 

Figure 2: Cross section views of D-shape PCF. 

 

5. Results and Discussion 

For a certain sample, resonance is produced at a given wavelength by phase 

matching between the Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP) mode and core guiding. The 

dispersion relation between the second surface plasmon polariton (SPP) mode and the 

fundamental mode for the y-polarizations around the resonant frequency is depicted in 

Fig. 3c. This graphic also displays the confinement loss of the structure's overall 

propagation mode (red line). There was a significant loss peak where the core directed 

the 2nd surface plasmon polariton mode and crossed at the resonant wavelength      of 

630 nm. As a result, the SPP mode receives the greatest energy from the basic core 

mode. Fig. 3 also displays the electrical-filed distribution for the (a) basic core-guiding 

mode and (b) phase matching core mode in the y-polarization.  

These results were obtained using a phase-matching condition and a refraction 

index of 1.363 for the analyte. The loss depth was greatly influenced by small changes 

in the analyte refractive index (RI). The proposed PCF sensor's loss spectrum with 

different na is displayed in Fig. 4. As the loss depth increased, the peak shifted toward 

longer wavelengths (redshift). This is because an increased effective refractive index 

(neff) of the surface plasmon mode modulates the phase matching point, reducing the 

difference between core guided mode and plasmon mode, making the coupling 

efficiency stronger. For na =1.363 at 630 nm, the maximum loss depth occurred and was 

equal to 41 dB/ cm. The power exchange between the core and SPP modes increased 

with the increase in loss depth, owing to an increase in the RI of the analyte, resulting in 

a narrow resonant spectrum. 
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Figure 3: Electric field distributions at na =1.3624 in (a) core-guided mode, (b) condition of 

phase-matching, (c)dispersion relation between core guiding mode and the second Surface 

plasmon mode. 

 

Figure 4: The confinement loss spectrum of the proposed PCF SPR sensor variation with 

increase analyte RI from 1.351 to 1.363. 
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Both amplitude interrogation and wavelength methods can be used to assess the 

suggested sensor's performance. Eq. (3) may be used to compute the wavelength 

sensitivity [23]: 

      
      

   
                                                                                                                                                                                      

Δλ peak and Δna indicate the change in the resonant peaks and the analyte refractive 

index, respectively. 

     For refractive index (na) of 1.351, 1.355, and 1.359, the proposed sensor has 

wavelength sensitivity of 2500 nm/RIU. The peaks of resonant wavelength are 10 nm, 

for analyte refractive index variations of 1.351–1.355, 1.355–1.359, and 1.359-1.363 

represent the distance between the peaks of resonant wavelength. Another important 

parameter is the sensor's resolution which describes how the sensor detects a small 

change in the analyte RI. Resolution (R) of the proposed sensor was given by Eq. (4) 

[24]: 

   
          

      
                                                                                                                                   

where: na is the variation in analyte\sample refractive index RI, Δλmin is the lowest 

spectral resolution and Δλpeak is the maximum resonant wavelength peak shift. The 

maximum resolution was 4×10
-5

 RIU, assuming Δna = 0.004, Δλmin= 0.1, na =1.363 and 

Δλpeak= 10 nm. Eq. (5) can be applied to determine the amplitude sensitivity of the 

sensor [18]: 

       
 

       

         

   
                                                                                                              

where: α (λ, na) indicates the analyte's confinement loss    at a certain refractive index 

and ∂α (λ, na) represents the variation in confinement loss    between two 

analyte/sample with nearby refractive indices. Fig. 5 illustrates the amplitude sensitivity 

of different analyte/sample refractive indices. The highest possible amplitude sensitivity 

was 55.69 RIU
-1

, 77.86 RIU
-1

, and 99.2 RIU
-1

 when the analyte/sample refractive index 

variation range was 1.351-1.355, 1.355-1.359, and 1.359-1.363, respectively. 

Figure 5: Amplitude sensitivity in relation to wavelength when the sample refractive index RI 

na rises from 1.351 to 1.36. 
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6. Conclusions 

A toxic metal ion sensor based on the surface plasmon resonance technique was 

presented using photonic crystal fiber (PCF). There was a significant confinement loss 

in the y-polarization direction when the surface of the PCF core was coated with gold 

and then filled with a sample of toxic metal ions in water. When the SPR sensor's 

resonant wavelength matches the resonant wavelength      or the peak of the 

transmission loss spectrum, the filled analyte may be detected. The fundamental mode 

sensor parameters were investigated using the finite element method (FEM). The 

amplitude sensitivity of 99.2 RIU
-1

 and the maximum resolution of 4x10
-5

 RIU were 

obtained in the sensing range of 1.351 (nickel toxic metal ions in water) to 1.363 

(arsenic toxic metal ions). This detector, due to its high sensitivity, is recommended for 

use in environmental monitoring for chemical and biological sensing applications, such 

as detecting heavy metals in water. 
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اساش على  D ية الضوئية على شكلبلور)السرويخ(  بالألياف ال ات المعادن السامةمستشعر أيوو

 رويه البلازمون السطحي

 
غفران محمد جسام

1
وسؤدد سلمان البصام 

1
 

 قسى انفُضَاء، كهُت انعهىو، جايعت بغذاد، بغذاد، انعشاق 1

 

 الخلاصة
 .  (SPR)سٍَُ انبلاصيىٌ انسطحٍ َعخًذ عهً حقُُت (PCF) انضىئُت بهىسَتيٍ الأنُاف ان خحسسحى اقخشاح ي فٍ هزا انعًم ، 

سطح يٍ الأنُاف انبهىسَت انضىئُت عهً . حى طلاء D عهً شكم حشف  طبقت سقُقت يٍ انزهب عهً الأنُاف انبهىسَت انضىئُتخشسُب ن

يثم انحساسُت حشًم حساسُت انطىل انًىجٍ وحساسُت يعهًاث الأداء  حى حقُُُىو َاَىيخش 40 بسًك يادة رهبُت يسخقشة كًُُائُاً يٍ Dشكم 

َخى إَشاء انًسخشعش انًقخشح ، وباسخخذاو َهج انعُاصش انًحذودة ، َخى فحصه  انسعت وانذقت باسخخذاو انًحاكاة باسخخذاو بشَايج كىيسىل

ش نهكشف عٍ يعايم اَكساس سخشعًشف كحخص انزهب بـ انًطهٍ D الأنُاف انبهىسَت انضىئُت عهً شكمأٌ سطح أظهشث انُخائج أٌ .عذدَاً

كاَج .َخى أَضًا انبحث فٍ حأثُشاث انخصائص انهُكهُت عهً أطُاف انشٍَُ يٍ أجم ححسٍُ أداء الاسخشعاس .أَىَاث انًعادٌ انسايت فٍ انًاء

RIU 99.2 حساسُت انسعت الأكبش هٍ 
-1

x 10 4 وكاَج انذقت انقصىي   
-5

 RIU  1.767-1.751حى ححقُقها داخم َطاق انكشف. 

 

، أَىَاث انًعادٌ انسايت فٍ انًاء، الأنُاف انكشَسخانُت انضىئُت ،يخحسس انهُف انبصشٌ، سٍَُ انبلاصيىٌ انسطحٍ الكلمات المفتاحيه:

 .  Dعهً شكم حشف الأنُاف انكشَسخانُت انضىئُت

 

 


